BYOD and Mission Critical Apps Let Wireless Forensics Ease Your Pain
“If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em” seems to be the BYOD mantra today. But with little or no
access to personal mobile devices and their configuration, what happens when things go
wrong?
WildPackets Wireless Forensics solution captures, stores, and analyzes all WLAN traffic,
so you can quickly find the information you need to address any issue on your WLAN, from
connectivity to security to performance, whether it occurred minutes, hours, or even days
ago. So you can quickly find the proof you need to take action.
BYOD must be embraced. It’s the only choice. And embracing
it means allowing access to your corporate applications – all
of them. A Forrester Research study reports that 60% of
workers use their personal mobile devices at work, with some
organizations exceeding 75% of devices being owned by the
end user.
But managing the end-user experience in a BYOD environment
is extremely difficult. Network and IT engineers have little or no
access to end-user devices, making real-time troubleshooting
extremely difficult. And problems are often reported well
after they happen, eliminating the real-time analysis option
altogether.
Integrity of corporate data transactions is also at risk. Even if
the user experience seems good, mission critical transactions
are at stake, like order entry, inventory control, and even
financial transactions like commodities trading. Can you verify if
a transaction was completed or not?
WildPackets wireless forensics solution gives wireless
network engineers and security teams a complete
recording of all WLAN activity over hours or days.
When users complain that they had no connectivity,
slow connections, or that a transaction did not seem to
execute, WLAN network engineers can use WildPackets
wireless forensics to analyze traffic and determine
exactly what happened. No more guessing, and no more
time-consuming problem reproduction. Wireless forensics
provides all the proof you need to determine if the problem
was caused by the device, the network, or the application.
Effective wireless forensics provides these four key capabilities:
•	
Data Capture – capturing all wireless traffic, on every
channel in use, at the source
•	Network Recording – storing all WLAN packets, 24/7,
for forensic analysis
•	Search and Inspection – enabling administrators to
comb through archived traffic for anomalies and signs of
poor connectivity or loss of connection
•	Reporting – by capturing data and distilling analysis into
reports, security and WLAN experts log the results of
their investigations and review network vulnerabilities in
post-mortem analysis

Data Capture
Capturing wireless data is much more complex than with wired
data, especially for distributed environments. You can’t rely
on a single capture point at a core or distribution switch for
complete visibility. You must capture in the WLAN environment
itself, typically every few hundred feet, and on every channel in
use. This means far more capture points rolling up to the same
network analysis and recording appliance.
WildPackets provides complete support for capturing packets
directly from the APs already in your infrastructure, solving the
problem of where to capture. Our appliances are also capable
of aggregating data from multiple sources, so you can capture
from multiple APs on multiple channels and still roll all of
this data up into a single analysis session. No other solution
provides this level of performance and scalability.

Network Recording
WildPackets enables WLAN network engineers to record WLAN
data continuously from all designated capture points for trend
analysis and forensic inspection. Upon receiving an alert or
detecting performance issues, WLAN network engineers can
analyze captured traffic to identify the root cause of any WLAN
issue.
Omnipliance network analysis and recorder appliances store
and analyze up to 128TB of network data captured from APs
that are already part of your WLAN infrastructure (sufficient
overlap in WLAN design is required),
WildPackets offers both hardware and software solutions for
wireless forensics. Organizations can select the configuration
that best suits their IT needs and budgets.
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Searching and Inspection

WildPackets Wireless Forensics Solution

With comprehensive support for decoding and analyzing just about
every 802.11 standard, WildPackets enables WLAN engineers
to investigate any WLAN problem. From protocol to application
issues, WLAN engineers can zero in on connectivity issues,
performance issues, application access, and even suspicious
WLAN activity.

The WildPackets wireless forensics solution consists of one or
more Omnipliance network analysis and recorder appliances
and OmniPeek network analyzer software.

OmniPeek Enterprise, WildPackets’ award-winning network
analyzer, enables WLAN engineers to view connectivity
hand-shakes, signal strength, data rates, network
conversations, VoFi statistics, top users, and other insightful
analyses of WLAN activity. OmniPeek can also decrypt WPA/
WPA2 PSK (assuming the passphrase is known and the
EAPOL handshake is captured) so there’s no lack of visibility
even when strong security is being used.

Reporting and Problem-Resolution Workflow
Once a WLAN engineer has analyzed the problem, they
can generate a report to document the resolution and
communicate decisions, for example, the rationale behind
changes to the WLAN infrastructure or the BYOD policy.

Omnipliance
The Omnipliance network analysis and recorder appliance
captures, records, and analyzes all WLAN packet data.
Access points are configured as packet collection devices
using the WLAN controller UI, and forward packets to the
Omnipliance via the WLAN controller. The Omnipliance then
captures and stores the packets from all collection points for
detailed, post-capture analysis. The length of time that can
be recorded is dependent on the level of WLAN traffic being
captured.

OmniPeek
OmniPeek network analysis software acts as the console
for the Omnipliance. All post-capture analysis is controlled
from OmniPeek, which provides industry-leading workflow to
quickly manipulate the data and determine the root cause of
just about any WLAN issue.

User Consoles

Network Analysis and Network Recording
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Advantages of Wildpackets Wireless Forensics
Reduce Mean Time to Resolution (MTTR)
With WildPackets wireless forensics you will never again be
bogged down with the tedious task of reproducing a problem.
WLAN problems are often intermittent. If you don’t catch a
problem the first time around, you either need to wait for it to
happen again, or you need to embark on the time-consuming
task of reproducing the problem. With wireless forensics you
have a complete recording of every network packet, so you can
simply “rewind” to the point in time when the problem occurred
and begin analyzing the issue immediately, with no impact on
your users or the network.

Increase WLAN Service Uptime

immediately while still having the data you need to come back
to the more routine issues later. And for issues that may take
weeks to get back to wireless forensics provides a means to
save the data you need off to long-term storage so it’s available
when you finally have time to get back to it.
Reduce Reaction Time
A wireless forensics solution from WildPackets captures data
24x7, and automatically analyzes all of the data it collects. The
data you need for analysis is always available at a moment’s
notice, allowing you to drill into a problem the instant it happens.
Whether the problem is across the room our across the world,
you have immediate access to the most detailed analytics
available to get to the root cause of any issue.
Reduce Analysis Costs

The days of tolerating downtime issues just because a network
is wireless are long gone. WLANs are now the gateway to
your mission critical applications for most users, most of
the time. Users can no longer be expected to be part of the
troubleshooting process. If a user is blocked they’re just going to
figure out another way to keep working if at all possible, and let
you know about the problem later, making your troubleshooting
efforts much more difficult. The only surefire way to troubleshoot
the issue is to have a recording of the traffic at the time of the
problem. Wireless forensics makes this possible.

Not every WLAN problem is wireless. Connectivity issues can
often occur on the wired side of the network - at the 802.1x
authentication server, for example. The WildPackets forensics
solution provides data collection and analysis capabilities for
both the wireless and wired side of the network, simultaneously.
A single solution with a single interface can be used to trace the
entire communication stream, from the wireless client all the way
to the back-end server, allowing you to easily compare data from
both the wireless and wired sides of the network.

Take Action Today
Prioritize Analysis Tasks
Not every issue needs to be addressed immediately. Some
issues are critical, while many can be addressed as time
permits. Having a complete record of all network traffic
allows you to prioritize issues, dealing with the emergencies

Your WLAN is now a mission-critical part of your networking
infrastructure. And the BYOD trend is here to stay, making
network analysis and troubleshooting a complex task involving
elements that are not always in your control. And to complicate
matters further you have WLANs distributed all across the globe.
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